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Introduction 

SAS®9 OLAP Server cubes load input data into a multi-dimensional structure that enables fast 
retrieval of summarized views of that data.  Sometimes not all the data that you want to load into a 
cube are available at the most detailed level.  For example: 

• Budget data might not exist for individual products.  

• Usually, sales targets are given only for the year, not by the month or day. 

• Your input data might already be partially summarized for some measures, but not for 
others. 

• Census data that you want to integrate into your cube might show numbers for gender 
and ethnic distribution at the state level, but not for individual counties. 

• The sum of a parent member is the sum of the children plus the value of the parent itself 
(a problem also known as “parent bookings”, “overhead values”, or “correction records”). 

The problem that’s discussed in this paper is known under many different names.  Here are some 
of the ways that it’s been described: 

• loading data at a non-leaf level 

• loading data at a parent level 

• unbalanced measures dimensions 

• inconsistent data granularity 

• multiple fact tables 

• different granularity for measures 

• loading overhead values ("parent bookings") 

• loading correction values (for example, to eliminate intra-company transfers) 

This paper explains how to load data like these into SAS®9 OLAP Server cubes, how the cube 
loading options for ragged and unbalanced hierarchies implicitly support virtual members, and 
how the cube reads your input data into virtual members. 

This paper discusses advanced cube-loading techniques.  It is assumed that the reader is familiar 
with creating SAS®9 OLAP Cubes and preparing data for loading into SAS®9 OLAP Cubes.  
Knowledge of the MDX query language is helpful for understanding the notation of dimension, 
hierarchy, level, and member names. 
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Loading Values at Parent Levels Using Virtual Members 

In the following OLAP report (Figure 1), notice that: 

• The sums of the SALES numbers include overhead values:  

Sales for the “Atlantic” regions add up to 30 (5+8+12+5), but the “Atlantic” district shows 
a value of 40.  The “Atlantic” district has an overhead value of 10. 

Sales for the “Pacific” regions add up to 30 (8+12+10), but the “Pacific” district shows a 
value of 25.  The “Pacific” district has an overhead value of -5. 

• BUDGET values are being introduced at the District level.  No values exist at the lower 
Region level. 

• Overhead values exist at the All Regions level for SALES and BUDGET: SALES 95 (25 + 
40 + overhead value of 30); BUDGET 70 (35 + 30 + overhead value of 5). 

 

 
Figure 1.  Expanded View of SalesRegions Cube 

 

The example cube that was used to create the report above has the following structure (Figure 2): 

 
Figure 2.  SalesRegions Cube Structure 
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The SalesRegions cube in Figure 2 was created by using the following PROC OLAP step: 

 
PROC OLAP CUBE=SalesRegions   
          DATA=input.sales_regions 
          PATH=”c:\mycubes” 
          EMPTY_CHAR=" " 
; 
METASVR … ;  
DIMENSION SalesRegion  
          CAPTION=”Sales Region" 
          HIERARCHIES=(SalesRegion) 
          SORT_ORDER=DSORDER 
; 
HIERARCHY SalesRegion  
          CAPTION="Sales Region" 
          LEVELS=(District Region)  
          ALL_MEMBER="U.S.A." 
; 
MEASURE Sales  
        COLUMN=actual  
        STAT=sum 
; 
MEASURE Budget  
        COLUMN=budget  
        STAT=sum 
; 
RUN; 

 

The input data set from which this simple cube was loaded is shown in Table 1. 

 
Table 1.  Input Table for SalesRegions Cube 

 
Notice that in records 1, 2, and 7, the values for DISTRICT and/or REGION are missing (in other 
words, the values are equal to the character value “ ”).  The ACTUAL column contains the 
overhead value for the respective DISTRICT member.  The BUDGET column contains the budget 
value for that DISTRICT. 
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When loading parent values, we are taking advantage of the PROC OLAP options 
EMPTY_CHAR= and EMPTY_NUM=.  (In SAS OLAP Cube Studio, use the settings for Ragged 
Hierarchies in the Advanced Cube Options dialog.)  A list of all related options is given at the end 
of this paper in the section “Options for Creating Virtual Members”.  These options indicate that 
any member with the specified EMPTY value should not be treated as a regular hierarchy 
member but as a virtual member, instead.  A virtual member never shows up in member listings 
and is not included in member counts, but it can have children (which are important for ragged 
hierarchy support) and associated measure values.  The measure values for virtual members are 
taken into account when aggregating values.  

Let’s look at the example data (Table 1) in more detail.  In the PROC OLAP code, the option 
EMPTY_CHAR=’’ ”  indicates that all missing values for character variables should be treated as 
virtual members.  Both the DISTRICT and the REGION columns are character variables, and 
records 1, 2, and 7 have missing values in one or both of those columns.  The DISTRICT and 
REGION columns serve as input columns for the [District] and [Region] level of the [SalesRegion] 
hierarchy, respectively. 

Record 1 produces a virtual member at the [District] level.  The only parent of the [District] level is 
the [All Regions] member.  The values of the measures that are associated with the virtual 
member are added to the other members at the [District] level when calculating the values for the 
[All Regions] member. 

Record 2 produces a virtual member at the [Region] level, with the parent 
[SalesRegion].[All Regions].[Atlantic].  

Record 7 produces a virtual member at the [Region] level, with the parent 
[SalesRegion].[All Regions].[Pacific].  

Parent-Level Members and Star Schemas 

Up to this point, the example that’s being discussed in this paper uses a single detail table as 
input for the cube load.  When loading a cube from a star schema, you need to do the following: 

• Add records for the virtual members to the dimension table(s).  Make sure that the primary 
keys that you are using for the new records do not overlap with keys that have already been 
used. 

• Add the corresponding data records to the fact table. 
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The example that’s being used in this paper could look like Tables 2 and 3, when transformed into 
a star schema. 

 

 
Table 2.  Regions Fact Table 

 
 

 
Table 3.  Regions Dimension Table 

Cross-Dimensional Example 

The example that’s used in this paper is much less complex than your typical data because it 
uses members from only one dimension.  In reality, you will often load data for any combination of 
members of a cube, including cross-dimensional data.  Let’s look at the following example in 
which a TIME dimension is added to the data. 

In the example shown in Table 4 and Figure 2, notice that the BUDGET value for All Regions in 
2002 is calculated by adding the 2002 values for “Atlantic” (33) and “Pacific” (32) to the overhead 
value (2) for 2002: 33+32+2=67. 
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Table 4:  Input Table with Cross-Dimensional Parent Member Values 
 
 

 
Figure 2.  Multi-Dimensional View of the Cube 
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Multiple Records for Virtual Members 

You can load multiple records for a virtual member, as shown in the following example.  In 
Table 5, notice that records 1 and 2 hold data for the All member.  

 
Table 5.  Input Data with Multiple Top-Level Records 

 
In Figure 3, notice the different numbers for Sales, SalesMax, SalesMin, and for the Budget 
columns. 

 

 
Figure 3.  Multi-Dimensional View of Cube Loaded from Table 5 

Statistics Other Than SUM 

Virtual members affect all available statistics.  If the value that’s associated with a virtual member 
is a minimum or a maximum, the statistics MIN or MAX and the derived RANGE statistic will show 
that value. 

The counts N and NMISS include the virtual members.  This also affects the values of the AVG 
statistic (which is calculated as SUM / N). 

Also affected are the values of the statistics VAR, STD, STDERR, CV, T, PRT, LCLM, and UCLM, 
which are derived from N, SUM, and USS.  
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You can see some examples of this in Figure 3.  Look at the numbers for “All Regions”.  Without 
virtual members, the “All Regions” values are calculated only from the values of its visible 
children, “Atlantic” and “Pacific”.  Considering that the cube was loaded from the data that’s 
shown in Table 5, the statistics are being calculated as shown in Table 6. 

 

Measure “All Regions” value with 
virtual members 

“All Regions” value without 
virtual members 

Sales (SUM) 40+25+30+(-20) = 75 40+25 = 65 

SalesMax Max(12,12,30,-20) = 30 Max(12,12) = 12 

SalesMin Min(12,12,30,-200 = -20 Min(12,12) = 12 

Range (not displayed) Range(30,-20) = 50 Range(12,12) = 0 

Table 6. “All Regions” Values with and without Virtual Members 

 
Note:  The .Children MDX function does not return virtual members, therefore, an expression 
such as  

'count([SalesRegion].currentmember.children)' 

returns a count of the non-virtual children only (and the value will be different from the sum of the 
N+NMISS statistic). 

Effect on MDX Functions 

Note:  Virtual members cannot be directly referenced.  

Virtual members are never included in returned sets.  Here are some examples of functions that 
return sets: .Children, .Members, .AllMembers  

This can have an effect on some calculations.  For example, the result of the following expression 

  'aggregate([SalesRegion].[all regions].children)'  

does not include any virtual member values because the set that’s returned by the .Children 
function does not include virtual members. 

Also, all functions that return a member can only return non-virtual members.  Here are some 
examples of functions that return a member: Ancestor(), .Firstchild, .Lastchild, 
.CurrentMember. 
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Options for Creating Virtual Members 

The following PROC OLAP options (Table 7) are used to indicate which records in the input data  
contain virtual members.  Virtual members and their associated data are included in the cube but are 
never shown as visible members.  Virtual members are useful when loading ragged and unbalanced 
hierarchies, and for loading measure values at non-leaf levels. 

Option Use in These Statements 

EMPTY_CHAR= 

specifies the string that identifies virtual 
hierarchy members in character input 
variables. Example: EMPTY_CHAR=” ” 

PROC OLAP and HIERARCHY 

EMPTY_NUM= 

specifies the string that identifies virtual 
hierarchy members in numeric input 
variables. Example: EMPTY_NUM=”,” 

PROC OLAP and HIERARCHY 

EMPTY= LEVEL 

IGNORE_EMPTY HIERARCHY and LEVEL 

Table 7.  Options in PROC OLAP and Statements in which These Options Are Used  

 

See also “Specialized Options for PROC OLAP” at 
http://support.sas.com/onlinedoc/913/getDoc/en/olapadmn.hlp/a002608439.htm. 

http://support.sas.com/onlinedoc/913/getDoc/en/olapadmn.hlp/a002608439.htm
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In SAS OLAP Cube Studio, you can set the options that are listed in Table 7 in windows. 

For cube-wide settings:  In the “Cube Designer – General” window, select  “Advanced”.  The 
Advanced Cube Options window opens. 

 

Figure 4:  Setting Options in SAS OLAP Cube Studio – Advanced Cube Options Window 
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Settings by Hierarchy 

 

Figure 5.  Setting Options in SAS OLAP Cube Studio – Dimension Designer - Define a Hierarchy 
Window 

Settings by Level 

 

Figure 6.  Set Missing Members Options for Levels in SAS OLAP Cube Studio – Dimension Designer – 
Level Properties Window 
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Conclusion 

The support for virtual members that is implicit in SAS®9 OLAP Server’s support for ragged and 
unbalanced hierarchies enables you to:  

• load measure values at non-leaf levels for any dimension 

• load correction values for any cube member 

The combination of these capabilities accommodates a wide range of customized cube-data-
loading scenarios.   

Because virtual members are being stored in SAS®9 OLAP Server cube’s MOLAP aggregations, 
you don’t have to give up any of the power and scalability of the threaded data storage behind 
SAS®9 OLAP Cubes when using customized aggregation data. 
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